2. Mission and Environment Description
The Curiosity Rover mission is to search for organic compounds using the instrument and tool
suite provided. The mission life is one Martian year, or 690 Martian days. Each day, the
hardware on the rover must survive a 190°C temperature swing throughout the day and night.
The mean temperature varies with the season, so the temperature extreme values change as
the year progresses. The hardware had to be designed to handle the 190°C temperature
swing every day of the mission with the lowest temperature in the winter being -130°C and
the highest temperature in the summer being +85°C. In order to demonstrate margin in the
design of the hardware, test cycle numbers were greater than the mission life totals. The
summer period was deemed to be harder on the hardware, so more summer cycles were
done in testing than winter cycles. Table 1 shows the temperature values and the number of
cycles the hardware had to survive for testing.
Table 1. Hardware Design Temperatures
Season

Low
Temperature

High
Temperature

Temperature
Range

Number of Test
Cycles

Winter
Summer

-130°C
-105°C

+60°C
+85°C

190°C
190°C

600
1400

3. Martian Hurdle #1:
Packaging of Encoder and Sensor to Survive the Temperatures
The motor encoder assembly needed to be as small as possible and it had to incorporate the
sensor reading electronics fully in the local assembly. This is because the cabling from the
motor encoders to the reading electronics in the body of the rover could be as long as nine
meters. The motor current is running along with the encoder signals in the same cabling. To
eliminate interference issues, the conditioning electronics in the encoder assembly produce
strong low-noise signals that are not compromised by the long cable length to the motor
controller. The electronic packaging technology with the best chance of surviving the large
thermal cycles without failure was deemed, at the start of the effort, to be chip-on-board
packaging.
The encoder design approach for Curiosity was based on the successful use of maxon motor
ag (Maxon) encoders that were purchased with the motors directly from Maxon. The sensors
on the encoder assembly from Maxon were provided by Sensitec GmbH to Maxon where they
were incorporated onto a circuit board designed by Maxon. The electronic circuit boards
were populated at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory with Established Reliability electronic parts
and then returned to Maxon for final assembly into the motor/encoder assemblies. Figure 4
shows three photos of the sensor installation that was used for the flight encoder assemblies
on the Spirit and Opportunity rovers. The sensors were mounted using chip-on-board with a
covering of epoxy to protect the wirebonds.

Figure 4. Photos of the Magnetoresistive Sensor Installation on the maxon motor ag
Encoder Assembly that Flew on the Spirit and Opportunity Rovers.

After investigating this phenomenon with the intermittent spurious counts, it was determined
that the false counts occurred when the current driven through the brake coils produced a
magnetic North pole out of the rear of the motor. The counter-wound coils added an extra
variable to the search for why the spurious signals were intermittent; increasing the time it
took to find the root cause. It was also determined that the false encoder counts occurred
only during the initial high current operation of the brake assembly, used to mechanically
release it. Once the lower holding current was established, the encoder no longer produced
the false counts. The final solution to this issue was handled on several fronts:
1. The brake assemblies were tested for magnetic polarity during operation using a
magnetic compass. This guaranteed that the current through the brake coils was in
the benign direction, in case the wire color coding for the brake had an error.
2. Both of the brake coils were wired into the harness so the current always ran in the
same direction in the assembly. The possible magnetization of any brake
components was deemed insignificant based on the materials selected for all of the
individual brake components.
3. The lowest possible release current was determined in environmental testing of the
brakes so the minimum acceptable margin was assured. Too much additional margin
was not preferable in this case.
4. The brake release procedure was modified to energize the motor windings with the
current level and commutation to produce a steady holding torque at the current
position. The brake was then energized to release it mechanically and the length of
this high current pulse was reduced to the minimum allowable margin operating time.
The encoder output was ignored for the time period that the brake was energized with
the high current pulse. When the high current pulse was dropped down to the
holding current level, the encoder outputs were then applied to the position total
normally and the motor started moving.

6. Conclusion
The use of the maxon motor ag encoder assemblies with high reliability electronic parts on
the Spirit and Opportunity rovers demonstrated that magnetoresistive sensors could possibly
provide the motor position sensing for a much longer life mission. The biggest difference
between the applications was the length of the mission and the temperature range (the
previous encoders were heated to keep from getting cold). This fact indicated that the most
difficult issue that had to be solved was the electronic packaging of the sensors and related
electronic assembly would need to survive the thermal cycling range and extreme
temperatures. This issue was tackled early in the program and a solution using chip-onboard technology was selected well before the hardware had to be fabricated. The next issue
related to the encoder performance over temperature showed up during development testing
of the encoder hardware design and was dealt with before the encoders were needed for
motor testing. The final issue happened much later, when modifying the electronic circuit or
changing the mechanical configuration of the encoder/motor assembly was not possible. A
viable solution was determined and implemented that did not compromise the reliability of the
mission or its functionality. These types of issues are typical with the development of a new
sensor application. What made the last one particularly stressful was that it appeared during
the final build phases of the program. The solutions have demonstrated ample robustness
and continue to return amazing data from our nearest planetary neighbor, Mars.
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